The electromagnetic form factors for single neutron halo nuclei 11 Be, 15 C and 19 C are calculated.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there have been significant progress [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] in the effective field theory (EFT) treatment of electromagnetic properties of halo nuclei, following early work in Refs. [11, 12] . Halo nuclei structure and reactions play an important role in heavy element synthesis in nuclear astrophysics [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . They provide an unique window into the properties of exotic nuclei near the driplines resembling weakly-bound clusters rather than tightly bound shell-like structures. There is renewed interest in the study of halo nuclei due to the advent of present and planned experiments with high intensity beams of exotic radioactive rare isotopes. Further, the single and two nucleon halo nuclear systems display properties that are universal such as the Efimov effect [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , and can be realized in few-body atomic systems as well [25, 26] .
EFT are ideally suited for the study of halo nuclei at low energy. The clear separation of energy scales -the small energy required to remove the valance nucleon (or nucleons) and the large energy required to break apart the tightly bound core -allows one to construct a low energy EFT. Physical observables are expressed as expansions in the small ratio Q/Λ where Q is a momentum associated with the low energy and Λ is the momentum associated with the high energy physics. In EFT, the core and loosely bound particle are considered as fundamental fields to reduce the complexity of the problem. For example, in 15 C that is represented as a single neutron halo of a 14 C core, the binding momentum γ ∼ 46.21 MeV for valance neutron separation is associated with the soft scale Q whereas the momentum threshold for pion physics, the excited states of the core 14 C, etc., is identified with the hard scale Λ ∼ 100-200 MeV [6] . In the EFT, at a given order in the Q/Λ expansion all the relevant quantum operators are systematically included. The theoretical error is estimated from the higher order terms in the perturbative Q/Λ expansion.
In this work we calculate the electromagnetic form factors for s-wave spin 1 2 halo nuclei.
The electric form factor for 11 Be was studied in Ref. [27] . We include the magnetic form factor as well as apply the analysis to couple of other halo nuclei 15 C and 19 C. Form factors of nuclei have been a longstanding subject of interest in nuclear physics. Experiments on elastic electron scattering from a nucleus provide essential information about the internal structure of the nucleus, such as charge density and magnetic moment. The form factors are generally written as the ratio of the electron-nuclei cross section to the Mott scattering cross section off point-like particle. The halo nuclei we consider - were studied in Refs [1, 2, 6, 7] . The construction of the EFT for these nuclei is similar though the power counting that determines the relative sizes of the quantum operators are system specific. The form factor calculation is sensitive to these differences, and they will be discussed when we consider the specific nuclei.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II we introduce the general formalism for the electric and magnetic form factors. Section III introduces the EFT interactions and the form factor calculations. Then we discuss the results for the specific halo systems in Section IV. The power countings in the halo systems are discussed, and the corresponding EFT parameters are chosen. Conclusions are presented in V.
II. FORMALISM
Elastic electron scattering on 1 2 + halo nucleus can be analyzed similar to electron scattering on proton target as both involve spin 1 2 hadrons. The elastic scattering amplitude separates into the leptonic and hadronic currents as
where ψ e (p, s) and ψ φ (p, s) are the electron and halo nucleus Dirac fields with momenta p and spins s respectively. The photon momentum q = p − p. Summing over final spins and averaging over initial spins we get
where the leptonic contribution is written as
m e is the electron mass. The hadronic contribution is
Current conservation q µ T µν = 0 = q ν T µν and Lorentz invariance restricts the form of the hadronic current to a generic form
that is rewritten using the Gordon identity in the last line. The constant κ is the anomalous magnetic moment and Z c the charge of the halo nucleus core. For non-relativistic kinematics, in the Breit frame (q 0 = 0, q), we get
In the Sach form that is commonly used for a physical interpretation, we write the charge G E (|q| 2 ) and magnetic G M (|q| 2 ) form factors as
with τ = |q| 2 /(4M 2 ). In the EFT the form factors F i s are O(1) in the Q/Λ expansion as we show later in Section III. We count |q| ∼ Q at low photon momentum exchange. Thus the magnetic form factor G M gets contribution from both F 1 and F 2 whereas the electric form factor G E only gets contribution from F 1 upto NLO. The F 2 term in G E is the so called Darwin-Foldy contribution.
The electric and magnetic form factors are normalized such that for small |q|
where r 2 E is the charge radius and
where κ φ is the halo nucleus magnetic moment and r 2 M the magnetic radius. The differential elastic scattering cross section in the laboratory frame is written as
where
III. EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORIES
The halo nuclei 11 Be, 15 C and 19 C ground states all have spin-parity assignment This is reasonable as the binding energy of the ground state is much smaller than the energy needed to break the core or the excited state energies of the core [1, 2, 6, 7] . The EFT calculations in these halo systems, so far, agree with available data within the estimated theoretical errors. The bound state is described by the strong interaction Lagrangian
where φ α is an auxiliary field with spin index α, N α is the neutron field and C is a scalar field for the core. In the following we suppress the spin index. 
FIG . where the dressed φ propagator is
and λ is the renormalization scale [28] and µ = M n M c /(M n + M c ) the reduced mass. Comparing the above relation to the equivalent one from the effective range expansion in the
we get 2π∆
The binding momentum γ is determined from the binding energy B = γ 2 /(2µ). The effective range ρ is typically less constrained from data as elastic neutron scattering data is scarce.
However, ρ can be constrained from radiative capture or Coulomb dissociation data when available. In the EFT power counting γ ∼ Q for shallow bound states and contributes at leading order. A priori it is not known how ρ that has dimensions of length should scale. If ρ ∼ 1/Λ it is a next-to-leading order effect whereas if ρ ∼ 1/Q it contributes at leading order. We consider both the situations later -perturbative ρ for 11 Be and 19 C and non-perturbative ρ for 15 C.
The form factor calculations also depend on the magnetic moment coupling of the neutron and possible two-body currents. We consider the following magnetic operators in addition to the interactions in Eq. (12):
where κ N = −1.91304 is the neutron anomalous magnetic moment, µ N the nuclear magneton. L M is the dimensionless couplings for a magnetic two-body current. 
where the first term is the contribution from the one-loop diagram and the second term is from the tree-level diagram. The overall factor Z φ is the wavefunction renormalization that is defined as the residue of the dimer φ propagator at the bound state energy pole [29] 
We used the relation B = γ 2 /(2µ) for the shallow bound nucleus and h 2 = −2π/(ρµ 2 ) from before.
For the halo nuclei 11 Be and 19 C in Section IV, ρ ∼ 1/Λ and we see that the second term in Eq. (18) is O(Q/Λ) smaller compared to the first term. Though the effective range correction contributes at NLO, some of the ρ's are large Refs. [2, 4, 7] which motivates us to use the "zed"-parameterization [30] . In this parameterization, the wave function renormalization is reproduced exactly at NLO. For the halo nuclei 15 C, ρ ∼ 1/Q and we keep the effective range contributions exactly by treating it non-perturbatively. In this case, both the terms in Eq. (18) contribute at the same order. We start with a description of the zed-parameterization.
A convenient starting point for formulating the zed-parameterization with dimers is Eq. (16). The EFT power counting assumption γ ∼ λ ∼ Q and ρ ∼ 1/Λ implies ∆ ∼ Q, h 2 ∼ 1/Λ. To renormalize the theory systematically, we expand the couplings ∆ and h as 
where the perturbative expansion for ∆ beyond the terms shown vanish but for h 2 continues.
It is straightforward then to show that
as derived in Ref. [30] . The contribution to Γ i follows from the diagrams in Fig. 3 that gives:
Γ i receives contribution from magnetic photons A i that includes contribution from both magnetic moment coupling and the electromagnetic current generated by the orbital motion of the charged 10 Be, 14 C or 18 C core. The two-body current contribution indicated by the dimensionless coupling L M which is assumed to have a natural size O(1). The two-body current contributes at NLO for perturbative ρ and at LO for non-perturbative ρ in the Q/Λ expansion. We first derive some expression for pertrubative ρ where we apply the zedparameterization. We consider the non-perturbative case later separately when we discuss the 15 C nucleus in Section IV to keep the discussion simple.
Comparing Eqs. (6), (18) and (23), we get
The form factor F 1 can be determined once the binding momentum γ and wave function renormalization constant Z d − 1 is known. For the magnetic form factor G M , the two-body coupling L M is also need.
Expanding the electric form factor in |q| followed by an expansion in
The charge normalization at low |q| 2 is as expected. In the electric form factor we ignored the Darwin-Foldy contributions which appear at higher order. In the EFT the core of the halo nucleus is treated as point-like. However, to compare the charge radius with experimental values one has to add the finite charge radius of the core in quadrature. We write
expanded to NLO where r 2 c is the core charge radius. The LO charge radius is entirely determined by the halo nucleus binding energy. The effective range parameter contributes at NLO which we discuss in the next section.
For the magnetic form factor we get
expanded to NLO for small |q| 2 . The halo nuclei magnetic moment is identified as
where the LO result is just the Schmidt value associated with the magnetic moment of the valance neutron. The LO magnetic radius is in analogy to the charge radius given by
From the above analysis that is applicable to perturbative ρ, we see that the LO result is known from the binding energy and the neutron magnetic moment. At NLO, contribution from both the effective range and a two-body current is needed to determine the electromagnetic form factors.
IV. FORM FACTORS
In this section we apply the expressions derived above to 11 Be, 15 C and 19 C nuclei, and calculate the corresponding electromagnetic form factors.
A. 11 Be
The s-wave − of 11 Be was analyzed in Ref. [27] . We only consider the s-wave 1 2 + state here. In the EFT power counting with γ ∼ |q| ∼ Z d − 1 ∼ Q , the LO and NLO contributions to the form factors A is:
Up to NLO, A depends only on the electric form factor G E . The binding momentum in the above relation is determined from the valance neutron separation energy B = 500 keV as γ = √ 2µB ≈ 29.22 MeV [31] . In Ref. [27] the wave function normalization factor is determined from the Coulomb dissociation of the The form factor B can be expanded similarly to get
To determine B at NLO we need to know L M besides γ and Z d . We fit L M to the known magnetic moment for 11 Be, κ
This is a reasonable value for a dimensionless coupling in the EFT power counting where we assumed it to be O(1). In Fig. 4 we plot the form factors A(|q| 2 ) and B(|q| 2 ).
B. 19 C
The halo nuclei 19 C was considered in halo EFT in Ref. [7] . The authors calculated the The charge radius and the magnetic moment for 19 C are not known. The analysis for this system is similar to the 11 Be system. We can make a NLO prediction for the charge radius in halo EFT
where we used the central values for the parameters. The form factor A is plotted in Fig. 5 using Eq. (30).
The magnetic moment at NLO depends on the two-body coupling L M that is not known.
If we require that the NLO result for the magnetic moment be within 30% of the LO Schmidt value, then we can estimate −2. 
Though these values are not fine tuned, near the resonance their contribution is kinematically enhanced [11, 12] . Away from the resonance, p-wave interaction in this channel is suppressed as expected. The capture and Coulomb dissociation data then suggest that either the 2 S 1/2 effective range ρ (or Z d − 1) or the 2 P 3/2 interaction is fine tuned to be nonperturbative. Unlike in Ref. [6] where the 2 P 3/2 interaction was take as non-perturbative, a non-perturbative s-wave effective range ρ gives a slightly better fit reducing the χ 2 per degree of freedom from 1.70 to 1.26. Qualitatively the more important difference is that whereas the non-perturbative p-wave interaction required two operators to be fine tuned in
Ref. [6] , a fine tuned ρ involves a single s-wave fine tuned operator. In Fig. 6 we show the two fits to data for the capture process. The dependence on the effective rage ρ enters as a factor of 1/(1 − ργ) where we do not expand in ρ. We find ρ = 2.67 fm or Z d = 2.66 from the fit. For 15 C, with a binding energy B = 1.2181 MeV, ργ ∼ 0.6 which makes effective range corrections large. For this halo system, we treat ρ ∼ 1/Q and at LO we get for the charge radius
and for the magnetic moment
Experimentally only the magnitude of the magnetic moment is known as κ (exp) φ = (1.720 ± 0.009) [33] . Assuming a shell-model configuration with a valence s-wave neutron dominating the 15 C ground state wave function with 97-98% probability, a tentative experimental value κ (exp) φ = −(1.77 ± 0.05) [33] was extracted. From this we can extract L M = −2.0.
The form factors A(|q| 2 ) and B(|q| 2 ) for 15 C is very similar to 11 Be above except we do not expand in the effective range ρ or equivalently in Z d − 1. We get:
The LO results are shown in Fig. 7 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The electromagnetic form factors for several spin The calculations were performed using halo EFT where the halo nuclei is approximated as a single neutron bound to a nuclear core. We calculated the form factors to NLO except for 15 C where the calculation was LO. The form factors depended on the neutron separation energy in the halo system, the s-wave effective range for neutron-core scattering, and a two-body magnetic coupling.
The electric form factor for 11 Be was calculated previously [27] . The charge radius was found to agree with the known experimental value with the EFT error estimate. We include the magnetic form factor in this analysis. At NLO a two-body magnetic coupling contributes that is fitted to the known magnetic moment. The contribution from the two-body current is consistent with the EFT power counting. We provide the low momentum dependence of the electric and magnetic form factors.
The analysis for 19 C is very similar to 11 Be. We make a NLO prediction for the charge radius that depends on the effective range determined [7] fix the two-body contribution more precisely.
The power counting for 15 C system is found to be a little different than the two systems above. We reanalyzed the Coulomb dissociation calculation [6] , and found that a nonperturbative s-wave effective range contribution describes that data better. In this system both the effective range and the two-body magnetic coupling contributes at LO. The effective range is determined from a fit to dissociation data, and the two-body current contribution from the magnetic moment. The momentum dependence of the LO electric and magnetic form factors are presented.
